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 This study examines the development of bilateral relations, especially trade relations 
between the Czech Republic and China by putting them in a rather broader context  
of the post-cold war international relations and tries to present perspectives  
of Czech - Chinese relations mainly from the Czech point of view. Therefore, this thesis first 
looks at the international environment of the bilateral relations by analyzing  
the transformation of the post-cold war international relations, specifically the China-EU 
relations. It also offers a brief account of history of the mutual relations before the founding 
of the Czech Republic as a background to understand the consequent relations.  
Then the author focuses on the development of trade relations and also touches  
on the political and other relations between the two sides, an issue that reflects an obvious 
divergence of political culture. Finally, this thesis concludes that relations between the Czech 
Republic and China represent a special chapter in the Czech foreign policy and seeks to 
clarify Czech interests towards China with relations of this Asian power into realistic light.  
 














LIST OF ACRONYMS 
!
CEB - Chinese Export Bank 
CEE - Central and Eastern Europe  
CNY - Official currency of People’s Republic of China 
CPC - Communist Party of China 
EC - European Community 
EU- European Union 
FDI - Foreign Direct Investment 
JV - Joint Venture 
NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
PRC - People’s Republic of China 
UNCTAD - United Nation Conference on Trade and Development 
USA - United States of America 
USSR - Union of Soviet Socialist Republic  
WTO - World Trade Organization 
$ - The United States dollar 
€ - The euro is the currency used by the Institutions of the European Union and is the official 
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Chapter I- INTRODUCTION 
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Chapter I- INTRODUCTION 
!
 For centuries China has been viewed as a distant, complex and difficult-to-understand 
country by the majority of Czech population. Although scholars perceived the rapid 
economic growth of China’s reforms and opening up to the world, in the 1990s  
the Czech media did not pay too much attention to China as they do nowadays.  
The presentation and thus the perception of China in the Czech Republic were mostly 
distorted by a number of inaccuracies and myths. A large amount of information was taken 
out of context from Chinese reality or tendentiously processed by certain economists and 
politicians causing chaos, which complicated the main focus of the Czech society towards 
China (Skřivan, 2009). In today’s world of globalization, Chinese people form the most 
numerous nation in the world that has settled literally in all continents. This is a fact that 
Czech people often overlooked. 
  In the past the Czechoslovak government had experienced some repeated problems 
finding stable and promising relations with China. It was a period between both the World 
Wars when China remained on the periphery of the Czechoslovak foreign policy interests and 
repeatedly by ideological affinity in the years later where the establishment of the communist 
regimes in Czechoslovakia and China did not give a rise to generally favorable conditions  
for the strengthening political ties between those two countries. 
  The changing relations between Czechoslovakia and China are an interesting 
phenomenona when searching for its historical background. China and Czechoslovakia 
experienced a remarkable story during the period 1918-1993. Structural, historical, political-
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the relations between both sides. Ground-breaking and sometimes very dramatic events  
of the 20th century several times fundamentally entered into the history of both countries 
which has been reflected in their mutual relations (Skřivan, 2009).  
 The European Union countries including the Czech Republic have conflict-free 
political relations with China despite the differences of opinion on the issue of human rights. 
The hard power does not fit in the context of relations between China and Europe  
as European countries do not have much significant political and strategic importance  
in the Far East, Southeast and Central Asia since the end of the World War II.  
 A value of economic contacts, increasing world interdependence, the role of non-state 
actors, multilateralism, transnational influence of international institutions, academic  
and cultural cooperation, scientific and technical cooperation together represent a sphere  
of influence of soft power (Keohane & Nye, 1977) in the spirit of liberal-idealist direction 
that contemporary context of the Euro-Chinese relations reflects (Fürst, 2010, p. 12).  
The policy preference of the European Union towards China is affected by the role  
of institutions in facilitating the emergence based on shared community norms, interests and  
a common identity. It is significant that emerging countries quickly developed and 
strengthened their position through the influence of the state and by new types of economic 
actors. China is obviously a prominent example of such a development. 
 During the first decade of the new millennium, China began to be among main topics 
in media and questions of its growing power came into public awareness. My growing 
interest in China and its attractiveness has in practice proved by the fact that in 2006 I left  
for China to study there. For a Czech citizen the predominant image of China remains 
controversial. Its view has various forms such as a depicted place of amazing investment 
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or conversely a peaceful country which has greatly benefitted from joining the multilateral 
trading system. As a result, it shoulders a great responsibility to other countries, particularly 
developing ones, to comply fully with international rules. With its acquired size and clout, 
it should lead by examples. 
 
1- Purpose and Significance of the Study 
!
! The purpose of this thesis arises from its relevance to the growing political  
and economic importance of China worldwide, the need to define its place in the Czech 
foreign policy and create a study where I seek to analyze the history of Czech-Chinese 
economic, political and academic relations after the Cold War. The significance of the study 
is to reflect a huge Czech interest in this Asian partner and aims to give a reader the sense  
of relations between both countries where the objective of the Czech side is maintaining 
harmonious relations with primarily economic interests.  
 A further reason for my study is that many predict that China will sooner or later 
ascend to the position of the world’s largest economy. The rise of China is a big story of our 
era and its economic impact is immense and worth of admiration. It cannot be overlooked 
that China wants to continue to open up and transmit its image in the eyes of foreigners. 
China offers a range of educational and employment opportunities. It is amazingly well 
prepared for the influx of tourists to pass its ancient, peaceful, friendly and sophisticated story 
of a self-confident society. Dozens of new institutes are opening around the world promoting 
Chinese culture, language and induce a positive image of Chinese political model. 
Spectacular Olympic Games in Beijing demonstrated that China is crucial worldwide  
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! The objective which I have set for this work is to look closely at the definition  
of the Czech foreign policy, determine it and on its basis look at specific ways  
which the Czech government uses and wants to use to achieve closer relations with China. 
This essay was created with my own experience initiative living for several years in China. 
Its purpose is not only to introduce Czech-Chinese relations to general public,  
but also the effort to know what perhaps changed my own view of China. Thereby this study 
can be merely a basis for a further research. 
 
2- Literature Review 
!
 The following essay offers a wide range of supporting data in an intelligent fashion 
for readers to understand the generality of Czech-Chinese relations. Spending more than  
a year doing a solid research I have gathered reliable data that were written about relations 
between the Czech Republic and China. 
 This study builds on published literature of Czech experts and scholars dealing with 
international relations who researched the topic of the Czech / Czechoslovak - Chinese 
bilateral relations. With regard to my topic, just a few scholars have devoted the research  
to this issue so far therefore the usability of the literature in the course of my research was 
relatively limited or out of date with current themes. The following literature has been 
selected according to the author’s original contribution to the topic.  
 Among the very interesting books on the Czech-Chinese relations and my inspiration 
that I studied was a book written by Rudolf Fürst entitled ‘Czech-Chinese relations  
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to facilitate engagement with China. His work is focused on the description and analysis  
of the political, economic, cultural and academic contacts between the Czech Republic  
and China in the era of renewed Czech democracy. This book is a modified version  
of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation. Rudolf Fürst is a researcher at the Institute of International 
Relations in Prague. It is a must read for scholars interested in the international relations 
between the Czech Republic and China. Another source that relates to the topic dealing  
with the economic relations between the communist Czechoslovakia and China should  
be particularly mentioned detailed study of Aleš Skřivan Jr. entitled ‘Czechoslovak export  
to China 1918-1992’. This piece concentrates its attention towards the analysis  
of the evolution of Czechoslovak exports to China. Skřivan pays a special attention to certain 
specific examples of a significant penetration of Czechoslovak producers in China  
as well as describing and evaluating two time periods - the emergence of an independent state 
till the occupation in 1939 and from 1945 until the disintegration of Czechoslovakia. 
Throughout the research it was also important to highlight links between China  
and Czechoslovakia after the World War II. With consideration to this issue, an enlightening 
books of Ivana Bakešová ‘China in 20th century’ part 1 and part 2, are one of the first Czech 
published works of this nature. The author traces the development of modern Chinese society 
and presents Chinese history of the 20th century through European perceptions of history  
and in several chapters deals with Czech-Chinese relations. Her work undoubtedly represents 
a major contribution to clarify the issue of the Czechoslovak-Chinese relations  
in this specified period. Since the thesis deals with mutual relations in economic and political 
field, the focus of this study is primarily on the part of bilateral trade and politics  
rather than culture and people-to-people exchanges. However, based on the role of Chinese 
minority in the Czech Republic, Moore Markéta wrote ‘Chinese in the Czech Republic, 1992-
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observation and fieldwork of a new community of Chinese migrants in Central and Eastern 
Europe after 1989. Moore’s work explores a new community in the historic (compared with 
pre-war Chinese community in Czechoslovakia) and geo-political context (region of post-
communist Central Europe). 
 A prerequisite for understanding the political, economic and other factors affecting  
the Czech-Chinese relations was to study the sources of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs  
of the Czech Republic. I took advantage of regularly online published documents and press 
releases which contributed to my understanding of Czech policy making. Furthermore  
an official website of the People’s Republic of Chinas Ministry of Foreign Affairs provided 
me with invaluable insights into the historic parallels between both countries. I also benefited 
a great deal from interactions with the Embassy of the Czech Republic in Beijing. I believe 
that foreign embassies and consulates in China are an important potential source for scholars 
on both Chinese domestic and foreign affairs. Published statistical data on Czech-Chinese 
and European-Chinese foreign trade has also been a valuable source of information  
on the development of foreign economic relations such as detailed statistical reports issued  
by the Statistical Office in Prague as well as by Eurostat, a Directorate-General  
of the European Commission located in Luxembourg.  
 There are many other excellent studies which I have benefited from,  
particularly through studies, publications and books between the Czech Republic and China 
by authors such as Ľubica Obuchová, Vilém Semerák, Petr Drulák, Vladimír Liščák, 
Jonathan Mirsky and many others whose books have given me some of the most concrete 
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 For more general analysis of contemporary Chinese’s international relations  
with regards to the Member States of the European Union, I use secondary sources.  
In this context ‘China-Europe Relations; Perceptions, policies and prospects’ by David 
Shambough, Eberhard Sandschneider, Zhou Hong, which includes contributions from some 
of the leading experts on the subject from both Europe and China. They had expressed many 
different views, but one thing they agreed on is the fact that Europe is paying more attention 
to China and China is paying more attention to Europe than ever before. It was important  
to find sources that focused on China and its international relations to the former Eastern 
Bloc countries of Central Europe. Scholars’ monographs of, e.g. Markus Taube,  
Thomas Bondiguel, Joshua S. Goldstein, Nicola Casarini had explained this historical 
relevance. The study also benefits from essays in the theory of international relations, 
specialized articles such as strategic EU documents on relations with China. Further I used 
secondary literature, as the yearbook foreign policy papers of the Czech Republic or similar 
analysis of this issue, Internet sources, scientific articles published in specialized journals 
and reports in the media sphere. The number of Chinese sources used are relatively little, 
because the theme of Chinese relationship with the Czech Republic, the former Soviet bloc 
country is not yet sufficient. During my research I traveled between China and the Czech 
Republic in order to get the most reliable information as possible.  
 An opportunity for deeper understanding of Chinese realities has also given me  
a study stay in Xiamen University during 2006-2013. I did find enough genuine material 
to be able to substantiate my endeavour through different sources and perspective  
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